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Synonym for long lasting

Having done so long to become a convention. It is customary to withstand reusability for a relatively long period, usually several years or more: Long time; Endurance: Able to recover easily, both from adversity. (Zoology) Persists continuously rather than disappears at an early stage of development: Existing or remain in the same state indefinitely Duration;
continues; durable: Very durable; long-term, having a life cycle of more than two years: said esp. herbal plants that produce flowers and seeds from one root structure year after year Continuing or staying for a long time; endurance: grammatical itencive, often used in describing something positive. (Mostly in idioms, like a good old man, a big old man and a
little old man, any old man and some old man.) Long-term functioning; Durable: Existing or remain in the same state for an indefinite time Find another word for a long time. On this page you can discover 17 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions and related words for lasting, such as: ancient, durable, unchanging, persistent, persistent, long, enduring,
constant, persistent, perennial and long- lasting.    (adjective) in the sense of enduranceThe one of the lasting consequences of infectionSynons enduring their chance of meeting was the beginning of a long friendship. she left a lasting impression on it. continuing, we stand for the continuation of the constitutional discussion process. remained They wanted to
clear memories of their reign. eternal pursuit of eternal youth, sticking to one of my abiding memories of him's perennial perennial urban drug problems and homelessness are strong We have failed to establish any lasting agreement. Immortal Wuthering Heights – that immortal love storyMemory for synonymous with © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All
rights reserved. An additional synonym is the sense of immutabilitydefinization of the eternal of my abiding memories of him Synonymsurvving, perseverance, indiscriminbility of a sense of strength, we could not establish any lasting agreement. Synonymous with ineeditude See long, durable, long-established, ancient, life-long, unchanged, surviving, deep-
rooted, durable, durable, stable, fast, solid, reliable time revered, traditionalANTONYMS 1, to continue to work or meet our needs we were lucky that the batteries lasted until we could get to the store to buy more bearings, continue, cope, endure, get along, get along, get on, happens, hangs, persistent 2 to remain indefinitely in existence or in the same state,
this severe drought lasted all summer, remaining, continuing, enduring, holding, holding, maintaining, pursuing, preserving, remaining, running for termination, closing, completion, desisting, terminating, dying, expiring, processing, failure, departure, passage, exit, stop, termination, windingPage 2 aboutamplestermsprivacy &amp; CookiePower policy
Thesaurus © 2021 Princeton WordNetdurable , long, durable, long-lived (adj) exists for a long timeit is strong peace; long-term friendship of Synonyms: constant, persistent, long-lived, durable, long-wear, persistent, indiscreated, inseparableAntons:short PPDB, database paraphrase The list paraphrases for long-term: long, durable, long-term, long-standing,
persistent, prolonged, protracted, long-standing, long-lasting How to say long term in a sentence? Bernice King: Layoffs are an important first step in restoring the long-running relationship between the two corporations. Andrew Schurer: The eruption injects huge amounts of sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere, which would spread rapidly around the world,
oxidation to form sulphate aerosols, these volcanic aerosols reduce pure short-wave radiation, causing widespread, prolonged surface cooling. They also lead to reduced global rainfall, while mossing down some dry regions and causing dynamic changes in large-scale circulation of both the ocean and the atmosphere. Emeasoba George: The internet is not
just an information motorway or expressway. It is also the easiest and fastest way to make a positive, global and lasting change or impact. So you've been making positive, global and lasting changes or influences for a long time? If so, use or maximize the internet as often as you can. ~ Emeasoba GeorgeJohn Kilduff: It reminds me of the aftermath of the
1998 price crash and what it did with our productive capacity for the next decade, these busts like this can be lasting in the oil industry. Drew Miller: There is growing concern that there could be massive, prolonged civil unrest after the 2020 election if people say, Hey, I'm not buying a new president, I don't recognize him or her. Legend: - Select - 简体保⽂
(Chinese - Simplified) 繁體保⽂ (Chinese - Traditional) Español (Spanish) Esperanto (Esperanto) 保本語 (Japanese) Português (Portuguese) Deutsch (German) دد د  (Arabic) Franaiçs (French) Russian (French) Russian (French) russian) ಕನಡ (Kannada) 한국어 (Korean) תירבע  (Hebrew) Gaeilge (Irish) Ukrainian Ukrainian د د (Urdu) Magyar (Hungarian) मानक
िह दी (Hindi) Indonesia (Indonesian) Italiano (Italian) த  (Tamil) (Turkish)  (Telugu) ภาษาไทย (Thai) Tiếng Việt (Vietnamese) Čestina (Czech) Polish (Polish) Bahas Indonesia (Indonesian) Româneşte (Romanian) Nederlands (Dutch) Ελληνικ (Greek) Latinum (Latin) Svenska (Swedish) Dansk (Danish) Suomi (Finnish) یسراف  (Persian) שידִיי  (Yiddish)
հայերեն (Armenian) Norsk (Norwegian) English (English) Images &amp;amp; Illustrations long-lasting Thank you for your voice! We sincerely appreciate your support. if it has not been treated with creosote to keep it from rotting. American forest treesHenry H. GibsonAs political conquest, Alexander had results as long as can be counted for almost any
conquest in history. Ancient East. G. KhogarhOriginally kebracho searched because he made track record and prolonged slaps for the railways. Amazing Argentine Ion Foster Fraser Lady Castleforth was not a violent vindictive kind, with her there was no long-term dpit amoureux. Twilight would be on them apace- long-lasting, purple veiled twilight heights.
To Portugal's long-lasting sorrow and disgrace, philosophers blinded its king and flattened her prime minister. Wandering in South AmericaCharles Waterton The planet's influence is not quite as evil as that of Saturn, nor are the effects produced by it so long. Myths and wonders of astronomy Richard A. ProctorDo long-lasting sadness and shame portugal,
philosophers blinded her king and flattered her prime minister.Wanderers in South AmericaCharles WatertonI sometimes wished because I didn't think I told you I would have left any lasting impression on me. Four ghost stories. Molesworth What is another word for the long-term? 131 synonymous with pronunciation found: [ lˈɒŋlˈastɪŋ], [ lˈɒŋlˈastɪŋ], [ l_
ˈɒ_ŋ_l_3 a_s_t_ɪ_ŋ] •continuation (adjective) •endurance (adjective) •inveterate (adjective) •lifetime (adjective) for a lifetime, longer time. •ancient (adjective) •old (adjective) veteran, age, vintage. •perennial (adjective) repeated, unaltered, continuous, most annual, unimpressive, more annual, unimpressive, unaltered, unaltered, more seasonal, most seasonal,
current, unimpressive, never ends. •permanent (adjective) • constant, infinite, long, long time, long time and beyond, for some time constant. •long (noun) •Other relevant words: persistent, durable, infinite, unbreakable, solid, eternal, unchanging, persistent, reliable, incomparable, well-built, well-built, unchanged, chronic, durable, reliable, hard-nosed,
unimpressive, persistent, inexcusable, immutable, serviced, macrobiotic, long-worn, antique, unchanged, aged, unchanging, sound, frenetic, wear-resistant, well-built, durable, evergreen, super-heavier, hard, staying, age-old, long, substantial, diutural, fixed, unbreakable, leftover, hardy, unwavering, solid, hard, unpretentious, irrepressible, persistent, safe,
unwavering, utilitary, stable, ancient, long-lived, eternal, eternal, durable, water resistant, persistent, insatiable, non-fast, incorrating, solid, prolonged, fast, protracted, vital, enduring, inexhaustible, Sempervirent, Imperious, Immortal, Adjective Noun, singular or mass lasted. The adjective is long, long, long-term, long-term, long-lived, long-lived, long, long-
established, long-term, long-term, persistent, perennial, far-reaching, long-lasting, eternal, long-lasting, time-consuming, elongated, unchanging, self-sufficient, protracted, prolonged, permanent, continuous, unexorated, prolonged, continuous, permanent, interchangeable, far-reaching, infinite, perennial, visionary, viable, viable, long-range, long-term, Noun,
singular or mass is not expendable. Noun, singular or massive stable, long-term. Long-term.
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